
“The emphasis for the Avail Coat Rack was not necessarily to 
create something different but rather something better—a 
design that will last for years and give satisfaction in daily life. 
Working from the belief that a pleasant life is generated by the 
sum of its parts, the Avail Coat Rack is designed with the values 
of simplicity, honesty and utility. Through its hooks that can be 
continuously rearranged while adding notes of color to the 
warm touch of its oak surface, the Avail Coat Rack can evolve 
with our changing daily needs and reflect our perspectives with 
its small plateau upon which images, postcards and other 
objects can be placed.” 
 
  — Sam Hecht & Kim Colin

Designed by Sam Hecht & Kim Colin / 2020

About the designer Sam Hecht and Kim Colin founded their studio Industrial Facility in 2002. Their designs reflect 
both a meticulous attention to detail and a thoughtful consideration of context, creating beauty out 
of utility in the products, furniture and exhibitions they design. Both Hecht and Colin have been 
awarded Royal Designers for Industry by the Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, 
Manufactures and Commerce.

Environment Indoor

Country of Production Vietnam

Preassembled Yes - Mount to wall.

Description Designed with Scandinavian materiality at its heart, the Avail Coat Rack brings the ideas of 
simplicity and functionality into the modern home. The design features 2 metal hooks that can be 
rearranged forever while also bringing hints of color to the form, allowing for the Avail Coat Rack to 
evolve as time passes while holding smaller objects on its minute plateau.

Material Rack and dots in FSC™-certified (FSC-C028824) oak that is either oiled or lacquered. Hooks in 
powder-coated steel.

Cleaning & Care Clean the rack with a damp cloth. If necessary, only use a mild detergent or washing up liquid and 
not concentrated. Always wipe with a dry cloth afterwards. To minimize the risk of stains and 
marks, liquid, grease etc. should be removed straight away.
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Dimensions
Length:
Height:
Width:

87,5 cm / 34.4"
7 cm / 2.7"
3,8 cm / 1.5"

Ready-to-ship
Grey/Grey
Oak/Grey
Oak/Copper Brown
Oak/Black

Tests, Labels & 
Certifications Eco-Labels & Certificates Forest Stewardship Council™ (FSC-C028824)

This product is made using FSC™-certified (FSC-C028824) oak.
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